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Technology undoubtedly plays a vital role not only in business but also in the field of educational as well. With the emergence of technology, education became more accessible and fruitful.

Classroom technology use paves the way for the teacher and students to realize the teaching-learning interaction. The school computer room or I-hub may serve as the classroom for technological connectivity. The teacher may serve instructions through the use of mother computer then may transmit them to the students through the computers that they use during class hour.

Personal technology use is another feasible way to promote connectivity. By means of the personal computer a teacher may send messages to the students for further instructions and reminders. On the other hand, the students may reciprocate to their teacher and connect with their classmates through the use of personal computer or cellular phone. For sure learning may take place using the expedient gadget.

Educational videos also uphold technological connectivity. These videos let the students watch interesting presentations and films which are related to the subjects that are included in the curriculum. The videos may range from historical films to scientific presentation which are indeed interesting and appealing. The students not only enjoy watching the educational videos but they also grasp significant knowledge and insights. Truly, technological connectivity is present through videos.
Virtual classroom is one new trend of conducting regular class hour using the wonder of technology. The teacher acts as the moderator and facilitator using well-prepared presentations and other slides which are highly relevant to the lesson proper. The students using their computers or laptops are connected virtually. Virtual classroom is an interactive setting where learning takes place with the aid of technological connectivity.

Other forms of multimedia like television and radio are also serving as the means for learning. The teachers utilize these media in order to educate the learners for television and radio contain voluminous information and ideas. Television and radio are also promoting technological connectivity, serving as linkages between the teacher and students.

Apparently, technological connectivity may redefine the new way of learning. Teachers and students are able to realize the educational goals through the utilization of technology.
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